FRENCH GERMAN ITALIAN PRIMARY APP LIST
APP

PRICE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

BientôtJeLis

one free story stories/activities
then buy new
ones for 1.79€

stories with audio plus 3 games/activities (word/pairs/
visual) and a song. Includes a glossary of a few keys
words - clikc on text and word appears in pop up box with
image.

French Sounds

10 free IPA
symbols then
£2.99 for rest
inc test

phonics

revision of French phonic sounds including IPA alphabet
symbols and examples of each phoneme.

Jeux pour lire

free then pay
£1.99 for full
content

phonics

phonic activities based in a theme park

Mindsnacks (French)

free /£2.99

vocabulary learning

6 games/lessons free then £2.99 for all 50 lessons

Calliope Queen of the Desert

69p

story

in French, Spanish and English

Bodobert

free

story

popular series of little books in Germany

LearnBots HD

free then
£2.49 for full
version

grammar

fun verb learning app for all tenses so goes beyond
primary really - only get 5 verbs with Lite version

Mindsnacks (German)

free /£2.99

vocabulary learning

6 games/lessons free then £2.99 for all 50 lessons

Mein erstes ABC

A-H free then
full version
£1.99

vocabulary/dictionary

an audio/visual dictionary
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Numbers*

free

numbers

counting 1-40, time, days

ABC Land

69p

spelling/phonics

guided spelling

Smart Speller

free - full
version £1.99

spelling/vocabulary

make the rainbow appear by answering questions

Wortzauberer

£2.49

phonics/spelling

listen to alphabet and spell words that are spoken

Linguakid German

free

vocabulary

learn vocabulary from scenes. Words are colour coded
by gender. Multiple player option

Benjamin Blümchen

(think I bought
this is Swiss
store!)

story

popular character in Germany - story, game and
colouring activity - some free content then have to
upgrade the app

Wort Freude

99p

puzzle

word searches

Learn German Flashcards for
iPad

6 wordlies free
then £10.49!

vocabualry/grammar

good for free content but wouldn’t spend that much on
full version

Heyduda! Die Kuh macht Muh!

12 animals
free - in app
purchases 69p
per set

vocabulary

fun kiddies vocabulary learning app

Speak Easy ITL

free

travel phrases

LearnBots HD

free - £2.49 in
app to extend

grammar/vocabulary
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